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FIEMME 2013: COLOGNA AND BJOERGEN GOLDEN SKIATHLETES
NORWEGIAN PRIME MINISTER SPECIAL GUEST AT THE STADIUM

He falls, recovers and wins. Dario Cologna is the world champion
Marit Bjoergen shows that she is the best in the women’s competition
Two silver and two bronze medals for Norway
Norwegian prime minister Jens Stoltenberg also attends the XC competition


Dario Cologna and Marit Bjoergen are the new world champions in Val di Fiemme. Today during the skiathlon competitions, in a crowded stadium with fans from all over the world, the Swiss and the Scandinavian athletes won leaving behind the Norwegian Sundby and Roethe in the men’s race, and Johaug and Weng in the women’s.
For the first 15 kilometers of the men’s competition, classic technique, the group was tightly packed. Highlights of the race: the fall of Cologna after a couple of kilometers and the good performance of the Italian Di Centa, Noeckler, Clara and Checchi (who all finished in the first twenty positions). After the ski change, the Norwegians changed strategy. Sundby was the first who put the pressure on and broke away. After a few kilometers the group started to divide. Cologna, Northug, Vylegzhanin, Sundby and Hellner, and the others, were following the fast Sundby. Their recovery was quick and Cologna made his move. His last lap was flawless, attacking over the last uphill and then entering triumphantly into the stadium. Northug finished 4th.
In the first laps of women's competition, during the skating, a Norwegian foursome (Bjoergen, Johaug, Steira, Weng) and Polish Kowalczyk took the lead and broke away from the rest of the group.
The group of 4 was working as a team and Kowalczyk tried to break the Scandinavian domination. Johaug and Bjoergen were the fastest and the last skating lap was a real duel. Marit Bjoergen triumphed and won her second gold medal within three days at the World Championships in Val di Fiemme.
The gold medal won today by the Swiss Cologna was a real conquest, the first world prize in the career of the 26 year old athlete from Val Müstair (Switzerland). He adds this success to World Cup victories, Olympic results and his Tour de Ski victories. And, the World Championships have just begun!
The Norwegian prime minister Jens Stoltenberg was also present at the cross-country stadium today. Talking about the predominance of his fellow countrymen, he said: “I’m really proud of them, they are great athletes and they spread this discipline around the world. Val di Fiemme also deserves compliments, it is an excellent place for Nordic Ski. For the Norwegian people Val di Fiemme is synonymous with beauty and good luck, the early results in these World Championships show that.”
Info: www.fiemme2013.com 


Ladies 7.5+7.5 Skiathlon

1 BJOERGEN Marit NOR 39:04.4; 2 JOHAUG Therese NOR 39:07.8; 3 WENG Heidi NOR 39:19.3; 4 STEIRA Kristin Stoermer NOR 39:20.7; 5 KOWALCZYK Justyna POL 39:31.5; 6 KALLA Charlotte SWE 39:45.6; 7 TCHEKALEVA Yulia RUS 39:51.3; 8 LAHTEENMAKI Krista FIN 39:53.2; 9 JACOBSEN Astrid Uhrenholdt NOR 40:10.9; 10 ISHIDA Masako JPN 40:11.9 

Men 15+15 Skiathlon

1 COLOGNA Dario SUI 1:13:09.3; 2 SUNDBY Martin Johnsrud NOR +1.8; 3 ROETHE Sjur NOR +2.0; 4 NORTHUG Petter jr. NOR +5.2; 5 VYLEGZHANIN Maxim RUS +6.1; 6 LEGKOV Alexander RUS +10.1; 7 HALFVARSSON Calle SWE +11.6; 8 HELLNER Marcus SWE +12.0; 9 ANGERER Tobias GER +12.4; 10 GAILLARD Jean Marc FRA +12.7 
 


